
Manufacturer of furniture components 
and furnishings



www.melaco.com.pl

30 years of exerience
For 30 years, we have been supplying customers with high-
quality furniture components and interior design materials.

We make products based on the best wood-based boards available, 
refining the surface using the most up-to-date tools and materials. 
We hold our own licenses and patents.

Modern technology
Modern technology is a key to our quality. Vacuum pressing, HOT 
MELT LAMINATION continuous technology, profile wrapping, 
and thin edge edging are our areas of expertise. We produce 
ready-made elements and CNC machining of manufactured 
furniture elements. We create our own designs and fulfill orders 
in accordance with the criteria laid out by B2B clients.
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Products

 � high-gloss and supermatt furniture boards
 � fronts, tops, 2D and 3D furniture elements
 � profile strips
 � postforming furniture and bathroom tops
 � decorative panels for kitchen, room and bathroom
 � furniture elements and furniture frames made using 

traditional technology and THREESPINE® technology

Our materials fulfill 
strict standards
The wood-based boards, polymer films and glues we use in 
production process come from reputable manufacturers from 
Poland and other European Union countries.

All raw materials comply with the requirements of the European 
Union, with special attention to emission standards.

Our customers
Production is realized in the MTO system (make to order), in 
accordance with the customer’s specification and as part of the 
MELACO production program.

Our customers include factories for living room furniture, 
bedrooms, children’s and youth furniture, kitchens, bathroom 
furniture and office furniture. We also provide a limited selection 
of goods for modular building and the DIY trade.

The THREESPINE® word mark and logo are registered trademarks owned by  
VALINGE INNOVATION AB and any use of these marks requires a license.
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Ciepielowska 9,
67-100 Nowa Sól, Poland

more info:
www.melaco.com.pl

office: +48 68 38 792 08
sales: +48 68 38 723 94
melaco@melaco.com.pl

Sustainable development
We care about the environment. We are implementing 
procedures for recycling material that will be reprocessed into  
a product at the manufacturer. In this way, we also reduce the 
carbonfootprint, in line with the European Union’s strategy  
of climate neutrality ph. The Green Deal.

Our brands
We have created unique product lines of boards, postforming 
panels, fronts and furniture components that differ in design, 
properties and purpose.

Each product line is distinguished by the way it is finished and the 
technology used, so both the designer and the furniture maker 
will find furniture pieces that suit their products and needs.  
Our components are available in classic as well as modern 
designs and are used in the entire range of furniture available 
on the market.

The
European
Green
Deal

The products we offer are manufactured to customer order from 
FSC ®  certified wood-based boards.

The Forest Stwardship Council® is an international  
non-governmental organization that promotes ethical, socially 
good, and economically viable forest resource management 
worldwide.


